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1. Introduction
Let K be a real quadratic number ﬁeld of class number hK = 1. In [4] there is an algorithm for
the numerical approximation of low-points in the fundamental domain for the Hilbert modular group
of K . It turns out that in fact the low-points correspond to extreme Humbert forms of real quadratic
number ﬁelds. The aim is to compute special points in a suitable fundamental domain of the Hilbert
modular group in order to get some topological invariants.
H. Cohn succeeded in computing the Hermite–Humbert constants γK ,2 for the number ﬁelds
Q(
√
2),Q(
√
3), and Q(
√
5). He also made conjectures for several other real quadratic ﬁelds. Those
results for the ﬁrst three number ﬁelds were also established in [2]. In [9] we presented an algorithm
for calculating extreme Humbert forms in real quadratic number ﬁelds K with hK = 1. Analogously to
Voronoï extreme forms are characterized by being perfect and eutactic in [5]. For calculating Hermite–
Humbert constants with that algorithm we needed the assumption that every Humbert form with
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tion only in case Q(
√
13), however.
In this paper we develop an algorithm for the computation of Hermite–Humbert constants of real
quadratic number ﬁelds K of class number one by combining the two strategies. In Section 2 we
sketch the theoretical background of Cohn’s ideas. Especially, we give a description for the fundamen-
tal domain of the Hilbert modular group. The essential part of the latter is based on a ﬁnite set M of
“small” integers of K . For actual calculations it is absolutely necessary to make M as small as possible.
The strategy for this is developed in Section 3.
On the other hand, we use a modiﬁed version of the algorithm in [4] in Section 2 to obtain
a lower bound for the Hermite–Humbert constant. The idea is to come from the “inside” of the
fundamental domain of the Hilbert modular group. That lower bound allows us to reduce the amount
of computations when we have to solve polynomial equations in order to compute extreme Hermite–
Humbert forms. Before we present our new results for the number ﬁelds K = Q(√6) and K = Q(√21)
at the end of the article we brieﬂy verify our earlier result for K = Q(√13) in Section 4.
We remark that there are quite a few other papers on Hilbert modular groups over quadratic ﬁelds,
most of them over imaginary quadratic number ﬁelds, however. In [1] and [8] real quadratic ﬁelds are
considered, but their notion of perfection differs from ours.
2. The modiﬁed algorithm of Cohn
We start to introduce the concept of Hermite–Humbert constants. Instead of positive deﬁnite
quadratic forms used in the context of Hermite constants we consider pairs of such forms, i.e.
S = (S1, S2) with positive deﬁnite 2 × 2 real matrices S1 and S2 over the reals. We call these pairs
(binary) Humbert forms the set of which is denoted by P .
Now, let K be a real quadratic number ﬁeld with maximal order OK , discriminant dK , and unit
group UK . For x ∈ O2K we set
S[x] = xt S1x · x′ t S2x′,
where x′ denotes the vector consisting of the conjugate entries of x. By det S we denote the product
of the determinants det S1 and det S2. Then we deﬁne the minimum of a given Humbert form S by
m(S) := min{S[x]: 0 = x ∈ O2K }.
The set
M(S) := {x ∈ O2K ∣∣ S[x] =m(S)}
is called the set of minimal vectors of S . We note that M(S) decomposes into ﬁnitely many equiva-
lence classes
[x] := {y ∈ O2K ∣∣ ∃ε ∈ UK : y = εx, S[x] =m(S)}.
We introduce a concept of unimodular transformations of Hermite–Humbert forms as follows. We
let U ∈ GL(2,OK ), say
U =
(
α β
γ δ
)
,
and deﬁne
S[U ] := (S1[U ], S2[U ′]) := (Ut S1U ,U ′ t S2U ′),
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and a vector λ := (λ1, λ2) ∈ (R>0)2 we obtain the scaled Humbert form
λS := (λ1S1, λ2S2).
Two Humbert forms S = (S1, S2) and T = (T1, T2) are called equivalent if there exist U ∈ GL(2,OK )
with detU a totally positive unit of K and λ = (λ1, λ2) ∈ (R>0)2 satisfying
λS[U ] := (λ1S1[U ], λ2S2[U ′])= (T1, T2) = T .
In analogy to the deﬁnition of Hermite’s constants Humbert proved that for a ﬁxed real quadratic
ﬁeld K there exists a (smallest) constant γK ,2 such that each Humbert form S satisﬁes
S[x] γK ,2
√
det S ∀x ∈ M(S). (1)
These Hermite–Humbert constants γK ,2 are not known in general. We excerpt an upper bound from
[4]:
γK ,2 <
1
2
|dK |.
A Humbert form S for which equality holds in (1) is called critical. Critical Humbert forms belong
to the set of so-called extreme forms which are characterized as being perfect and eutactic in [5]. We
will explain these terms next. For S = (S1, S2) ∈ P and x ∈ M(S) the pair of forms(
xxt
S1[x] ,
x′x′ t
S2[x′]
)
is semi-positive deﬁnite (in the sense of a Humbert form). The set of such forms for a given S ∈ P is
denoted by XS . The Humbert form S is said to be perfect if
dim
∑
X∈XS
RX = 5.
It is called eutactic if there exists a representation
S−1 := (S−11 , S−12 )= ∑
X∈XS
ρX X
with ρX ∈ R>0 for all X ∈ XS . Hence, our goal is to compute all extreme forms S of K (up to equiva-
lence) and thus γK ,2 as the supremum of the corresponding values S[x]/
√
det S .
We shortly recall the algorithm of Cohn. We present binary Humbert forms S = (S1, S2) by their
matrices
Si =
(
ai bi
bi ci
)
(i = 1,2).
In case of hK = 1 we can postulate a1a2 =m(S). We deﬁne a surjective map from P to the complex
upper half plane:
Φ : P −→ H2, Φ(S) =
(
b1 + i
√
det S1
a
,
b2 + i
√
det S2
a
)
.1 2
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(Z , Z ′) = (X + iY , X ′ + iY ′) = Φ(S)
and
( Z˜ , Z˜ ′) = ( X˜ + iY˜ , X˜ ′ + iY˜ ′) = Φ(T )
then we get
S[U ] = T ⇔
(
αZ + β
γ Z + δ ,
α′ Z ′ + β ′
γ ′Z ′ + δ′
)
= ( Z˜ , Z˜ ′).
For Z = X + iY and Z ′ = X ′ + iY ′ with (Z , Z ′) = Φ(S) we deﬁne
‖·‖ :H2 −→ R>0, ∥∥(Z , Z ′)∥∥= (X2 + Y 2)(X ′2 + Y ′2)
and
h : H2 −→ R>0, h(Z , Z ′) = Y Y ′ =
√
det S1S2
a1a2
.
Let m(S) be the minimum of S and M(S) the corresponding set of minimal vectors. For hK = 1
suitable unimodular transformations and scaling yields
Si =
(
1 bi
bi ci
)
(i = 1,2) withm(S) = 1.
For x ∈ M(S), say x = (δ, γ )t , the equation S[x] = 1 is tantamount to∥∥(γ Z + δ,γ ′Z ′ + δ′)∥∥= 1 with (Z , Z ′) = Φ(S).
The aim is to show that there is a suitable fundamental domain F for the Hilbert modular group of
K with
h0 := inf
(Z ,Z ′)∈F
h(Z , Z ′) = γ−1K ,2. (2)
This suggests to look for local lowest points in F in order to ﬁnd extreme binary Humbert forms.
Let 
+ > 1 be the totally positive fundamental unit (i.e. the fundamental unit in case its norm is
positive, the square of it otherwise) and 1,ω be an integral basis of OK . We set
E :=
[
−1
2
,
1
2
]
, D := [
−1+ , 
+], (3)
R0 :=
⋂
(δ,γ )=1,(δ,γ )t∈O2K
{
(Z , Z ′) ∈ H2 ∣∣ ∥∥(γ Z + δ,γ ′ Z ′ + δ′)∥∥ 1}, (4)
R∞ :=
{
(Z , Z ′) ∈ H2 ∣∣ X = R1 +ωR2, X ′ = R1 +ω′R2 with R1, R2 ∈ E and Y /Y ′ ∈ D}. (5)
Then the set R0 ∩ R∞ is a fundamental domain of the Hilbert modular group [4]. (We note that R∞
is in general too large because of the weak bounds for D in (3).)
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with γ = 0. For practical calculations that set M should be made as small as possible. In the next
section we develop the methods for calculating a suitable set M eﬃciently.
Fixing R1 and R2 yields a curve C in Y and Y ′ . Now let K = Q(√m) and h := √m 
+−1
++1 . Setting
A := [−h,h] and B :=
(
2
dK
,1
]
we apply the transformation
Ψ :
(
R>0
)2 −→ A × B, Ψ (Y , Y ′) = (√m(Y ′ − Y
Y + Y ′
)
, Y Y ′
)
= ( J , J ′)
and get
h(Z , Z ′) = J ′
as well as
Y 2 =
√
m− J√
m+ J · J
′, Y ′2 =
√
m+ J√
m− J · J
′.
The steps in Cohn’s algorithm are the following:
• Let R1, R2 ∈ E and J ∈ A take values with prescribed increment.
• By bisection we look for J ′ ∈ B.
• In each step of that bisection we get via Ψ −1( J , J ′) = (Y , Y ′) the equation
(Z , Z ′) = ((R1 + R2ω) + iY , (R1 + R2ω′) + iY ′) ∈ R∞
because of the choice of R1, R2 and J . We check for (Z , Z ′) the condition
∥∥(γ Z + δ,γ ′Z ′ + δ′)∥∥ 1 for all (δ,γ ) ∈ O2K
by computing minimal vectors. If it is true we know (Z , Z ′) ∈ R0 and we decrease J ′ . Otherwise
we increase J ′ .
We step through the fundamental domain by prescribed increments, at each point we compute
minimal vectors and store them in a set M . At the end we solve polynomial equations which we
get by all 4-sets of M and try to construct Humbert forms [9]. Then we compute minimal vectors
to check if those in this way obtained Humbert forms are possibly extreme. If they are we try to
compute eutactic coeﬃcients. The advantage is that M is very small in comparison to the set of
minimal vectors which we compute with the algorithm of Section 3. The disadvantage is that until
now we have no criterion to check that the in this way obtained set M contains the ﬁnite set of
vectors needed for the characterization of R0, see (4). If we compute the set M with the algorithm
in Section 3 we know that we are able to describe R0 with M but many of the elements in M are
redundant.
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The aim in this section is to show how we are able to reduce the number of potential candidates
of minimal vectors for the set M . The paper of Cohn [4] just contains ﬁniteness criteria. Later G. Claus
in [3] gave explicit bounds for the coeﬃcients of α, β . The ideas in this section are superior in two
ways. First, the use of the Euclidean norm for elements of OK (rather than the maximum norm in [3])
reduces the number of candidates. But still only a part of the conditions in (4) is taken into account
during the enumeration procedure. Hence, we add an amelioration procedure which tests any found
pair (α,β) with reﬁned methods whether we can have equality in the condition of (4). Thus we
obtain a ﬁnal set M of minimal vectors which is much smaller than before. (But compare remarks
below.)
Let m be a positive square-free integer and K = Q(√m) the corresponding real quadratic number
ﬁeld. Let 1,ω be an integral basis of K , i.e. ω = (c − 1+ √m)/c with c ∈ {1,2} and OK = Z + Zω be
the ring of integers of K . By ε+ we denote the smallest totally positive unit of F which coincides with
the fundamental unit ε > 1 or its square. For x = x1 + x2√m ∈ K we set x′ = x1 − x2√m. As usual, we
denote x2 + x′2 by T2(x).
In [4] H. Cohn shows that the Hermite–Humbert constant of K can be derived from the minimum
of the function
yy′ (6)
subject to side conditions
((
γ (r1 + r2
√
m/c) + δ)2 + γ 2 y2)((γ ′(r1 − r2√m/c) + δ′)2 + γ ′2 y′2)= 1 (7)
for ﬁnitely many γ , δ ∈ OK and real variables y > 0, y′ > 0 and r1, r2 satisfying the inequalities
|ri| 0.5 (i = 1,2), (8)
ε−1+ 
y′
y
 ε+, yy′ >
c2
2m
=: L0. (9)
Remark.
1. For small values of m there are better lower bounds for yy′ . From [3] we excerpt L0 = 0.42,
(
√
21−3)/4,1/4 for m = 5,2,3, respectively. Better lower bounds than (9) would greatly improve
the performance of our algorithm.
2. We only need to consider non-associated elements γ subject to
0<
∣∣N(γ )∣∣< 2m
c2
=: U1. (10)
Those can be easily calculated with existent software, for example [6].
Example. For m = 13 we get |N(γ )| < 6.5 and therefore γ ∈ {1,2, (1± √13)/2}.
Calculation of all candidates for δ if γ is ﬁxed
In the number ﬁeld K we write the elements of OK now in the form δ = (δ1 + δ2√m)/c, γ =
(γ1 + γ2√m)/c with c ∈ {1,2}. Let γ ∈ OK be ﬁxed. We want to calculate all candidates for δ ∈ OK .
Because of
N(γ z + δ) = ∣∣N(γ )∣∣N(z + δ
γ
)
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δ˜ := δ/γ = a + b
√
m
N
with a,b ∈ Z and N = c|N(γ )| subject to
N(z + δ˜) ∣∣N(γ )∣∣−2 =: B1. (11)
We set
z = x+ iy, x = U + V√m, x′ = U − V√m,
U = r1 − a/N ∈ [U1,U2], V = r2/c − b/N ∈ [V1, V2]
with U1 = −a/N−1/2,U2 = −a/N+1/2, V1 = −b/N−1/(2c), V2 = −b/N+1/(2c). Here, we adopted
the description of the fundamental domain given in [3] which differs slightly from (8). Thus we obtain
N(z + δ˜) = (xx′)2 + yy′
(
x2
y′
y
+ x′2 y
y′
)
+ (yy′)2
 yy′
(
x2
y′
y
+ x′2 y
y′
)
+ (yy′)2. (12)
Because of (9) the last two inequalities yield
x2 + x′2  B1 − L
2
0
L0
ε+ =: B2. (13)
On the other hand, in our notation we have
x2 + x′2 = 2(U2 +mV 2) (14)
with
2
(
U2 +mV 2)= ∥∥∥∥
(
r1 + r2√m/c
r1 − r2√m/c
)
−
(
(a+ b√m)/N
(a− b√m)/N
)∥∥∥∥
2
2
. (15)
We put
v :=
(
r1 + r2√m/c
r1 − r2√m/c
)
, w :=
(
(a+ b√m)/N
(a− b√m)/N
)
.
Then we have
‖v‖22 = 2
(
r21 +mr22/c2
)

(
1+m/c2)/2=: B3
and
‖w− v‖2 
∣∣‖w‖2 − ‖v‖2∣∣ ‖w‖2 − ‖v‖2
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√
B3 +
√
B2 =: B4. (16)
Our goal is to calculate all a+b
√
m
N subject to
T2
(
a+ b√m
N
)
= ‖w‖22  B24. (17)
From the last inequality the computation of all candidates for a,b is straightforward via
a2 +mb2  B24N2/2=: B5. (18)
A posteriori amelioration
We use improved estimates to remove many pairs γ , δ obtained in the previous subsection. We
recall that we must have
∣∣N(γ z + δ)∣∣2  1
which is tantamount to (see also (11))
∣∣∣∣N
(
z + δ
γ
)∣∣∣∣
2
 N(γ )−2 = B1.
As before, we set δ/γ =: (a + b√m)/N with rational integers a,b,N . We write
z = x+ iy, x = U + V√m, x′ = U − V√m
with
U = r1 − a/N, V = r2/c − b/N.
Then U , V belong to the intervals I := [U1,U2], J := [V1, V2], respectively, where U1 = −a/N − 1/2,
U2 = −a/N + 1/2, V1 = −b/N − 1/(2c), V2 = −b/N + 1/(2c). We need to test whether Z := (x2 +
y2)(x′2 + y′2) can be smaller or equal to B1. We have xx′ = U2 −mV 2, x2 = U2 +mV 2 + 2UV√m
and get (compare (9))
Z0 := (xx′)2 + yy′
(
x2
y′
y
+ x′2 y
y′
)
+ (yy′)2
 U4 − 2mU2V 2 +m2V 4 + 2L0
ε+
(
U2 +mV 2)+ L20
=: Z(U , V ).
The task is to compute
M := min{Z(U , V ) ∣∣ (U , V ) ∈ I × J}.
In case M > B1 the pair γ , δ can be removed. We need to discuss several cases.
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We just evaluate Z(−a/N − 1/2,−b/N − 1/2c), Z(−a/N + 1/2,−b/N − 1/2c), Z(−a/N −
1/2,−b/N + 1/2c), Z(−a/N + 1/2,−b/N + 1/2c).
2. r1 is on the boundary but r2 is not.
Here we have U ∈ {−a/N − 1/2,−a/N + 1/2} and V ∈ ◦J . We compute
dZ
dr2
= dZ
dV
dV
dr2
=
(
−4mU2V + 4m2V 3 + 4mV L0
ε+
)
1
c
= 4mV
c
(
mV 2 − U2 + L0
ε+
)
.
Then we test −U2 + L0ε+  0. If this is true we obtain a minimum Z(U ,0) if and only if 0 ∈ J . If
that inequality is violated we obtain a minimum Z(U , V ) for V ∈ {±
√
1
m (U
2 − L0ε+ )} if and only if
one of those V belongs to J .
3. r2 is on the boundary, i.e. V ∈ {−b/N − 1/(2c),−b/N + 1/(2c)} and U ∈
◦
I .
Again, we calculate
dZ
dr1
= dZ
dU
dU
dr1
= 4U3 − 4mV 2U + 4U L0
ε+
= 4U
(
U2 −mV 2 + L0
ε+
)
.
For mV 2 − L0ε+  0 we obtain a minimum Z(0, V ) iff 0 ∈ I . If that inequality is violated we obtain
a minimum Z(U , V ) for U ∈ {±
√
mV 2 − L0ε+ } in case U ∈ I .
4. (r1, r2) ∈
◦
I ×
◦
J . In this case both partial derivatives must vanish. We must have
4mV
c
(
mV 2 − U2 + L0
ε+
)
= 0,
4U
(
U2 −mV 2 + L0
ε+
)
= 0.
We note that U = 0 ⇐⇒ V = 0. We test (0,0) ∈ I × J . In case UV = 0 we divide the ﬁrst equa-
tion by 4mV /c and the second by 4U . Adding the resulting equations we get the contradiction
2 L0ε+ = 0. We note that Z(0,0) equals L20 which can usually not be excluded.
The obtained elements (a + b√m)/N still need to be tested whether γ (a + b√m)/N is an integer.
Also, for γ = 1 we can remove all integral (a + b√m)/N from our list.
Example. For m = 6 we initially obtain more than 2200 candidates for (γ , δ). The amelioration pro-
cedure removed about ninety percent of those.
4. Verifying former results
In [7] the authors give an explicit representation of the fundamental domain for the Hilbert modu-
lar group of K = Q(√13). We brieﬂy formulate their result (12.1) ([7], p. 164) by the following lemma
where we use the notation
H2 := {(z1, z2) = (x1 + iy1, x2 + iy2) ∈ C2 ∣∣ y1, y2 > 0} (19)
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(
az + b
cz + d
)
:=
∣∣∣∣az1 + bcz1 + d
∣∣∣∣
2
·
∣∣∣∣a′z2 + b′c′z2 + d′
∣∣∣∣
2
(20)
for z ∈ H2. For an element a ∈ K its conjugate is again denoted by a′ .
Lemma 4.1. In the case of K = Q(√13) the fundamental domain of the Hilbert modular group and its bound-
ary is described by the conditions
(1) |x1 + x2| 1, |x1 − x2| 12
√
dK ,
(2) ε−2  y1 y−12  ε2 with fundamental unit ε > 1, and
(3) N2(az + b) 1, where
(i) a = 1, ±b = 0,1, ε − 1, ε′ − 1, ε, ε′, ε + 1, ε′ + 1,2ε,2ε′ ,
(ii) a = ε − 1, ±b = 1,2, ε + 1,
(iii) a = ε′ − 1, ±b = 1,2, ε′ + 1,
(iv) a = 2, ±b = ε − 1, ε′ − 1.
We can use this description of a fundamental domain and its boundary of the Hilbert modular
group of K = Q(√13) to consider all possible 5-sets of minimal vectors including e1 := (1,0)t , solve
polynomial equations and consider Humbert tuples as we did in [9]. At the end we see that we
veriﬁed the result obtained in [9] for the Hermite–Humbert constant:
γ
Q(
√
13),2 =
√
1476+ 144√91
175
. (21)
5. Results
Using the new ideas of this paper we could compute the Hermite–Humbert constants for the
number ﬁelds Q(
√
6) and Q(
√
21).
The case K = Q(√6)
First of all we start with the modiﬁed algorithm of Cohn to obtain a lower bound B = 5 such that
γK ,2  B . Because of the assumption hK = 1 every Hermite–Humbert form is equivalent to a tuple
S = (S1, S2) with
Si =
(
1 bi
bi ci
)
(bi, ci ∈ R, i = 1,2).
This implies m(S)√
det S
 1√
det S
. For 1√
det S
 B we can therefore neglect S . We use the algorithm in
Section 3 to compute a set M by which we can describe R0. By solving all 4-sets of M and computing
minimal vectors we obtained the following extreme Humbert form represented by the tuple S =
(S1, S2) with
S1 =
(
1 2−2
√
6
5
2−2√6
5
7−2√6
5
)
, S2 =
(
1 2+2
√
6
5
2+2√6
5
7+2√6
5
)
.
It has – up to scaling by units – 8 minimal vectors
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(2− √6,−1)t , (2+ √6,3+ √6)t, (1− √6,−2)t, e1 (22)
with e1 = (1,0)t and e2 = (0,1)t . We denote the minimal vectors with mi (i = 1, . . . ,8) in the order
in which they occur in (22). For the eutactic coeﬃcients we then compute ρi = 14 (i = 1, . . . ,8) and
(
S−11 , S
−1
2
)= 8∑
i=1
ρi
(
mimti
S1[mi] ,
mimti
S2[mi]
)
.
Hence, S is perfect and eutactic proving
γ
Q(
√
6),2 = 5.
The case K = Q(√21)
For K = Q(√21) we again obtain a lower Bound B = 5 for γK ,2. Similar to the previous case we
compute a Hermite–Humbert form S = (S1, S2) with
S1 =
(
1
√
21−2
4√
21−2
4
7−√21
4
)
, S2 =
(
1 −
√
21+2
4
−
√
21+2
4
7+√21
4
)
.
It has – up to scaling by units – 6 minimal vectors mi :
(
−1,
√
21+ 3
2
)t
,
(√
21− 3
2
,−1
)t
,
(√
21+ 1
2
,−1
)t
,
(√
21− 3
2
,−2
)t
,
(√
21− 1
2
,−2
)t
, e1. (23)
Those provide eutactic coeﬃcients ρi = 13 (i = 1, . . . ,6) and we obtain
(
S−11 , S
−1
2
)= 6∑
i=1
ρi
(
mimti
S1[mi] ,
mimti
S2[mi]
)
.
Therefore S is critical implying
γ
Q(
√
21),2 =
16
3
.
We used our modiﬁcation of Cohn’s algorithm also in several other ﬁelds. The results are listed in
a table at http://www.math.tu-berlin.de/∼wagner/HF.pdf.
From those we conjecture that
γ
Q(
√
11),2 =
28
3
and that
γ
Q(
√
7),2 =
√
5584+ 640√70
605
= 4.2521 . . . .
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